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Abstract

Cell-free network architecture plays a promising role in the terahertz (THz) networks since it

provides better link reliability and uniformly good services for all the users compared to the co-located

massive MIMO counterpart, and the spatial-spectral THz link has the advantages of lower initial access

latency and fast beam operations. To this end, this work studies cell-free spatial-spectral THz networks

with leaky-wave antennas, to exploit the benefits of leveraging both cell-free and spatial-spectral THz

technologies. By addressing the coupling effects between propagation angles and frequencies, we pro-

pose novel frequency-dependent THz transmit antenna selection schemes to maximize the transmission

rate. Numerical results confirm that the proposed antenna selection schemes can achieve much larger

transmission rate than the maximal ratio transmission of using all the transmit antennas with equal

subchannel bandwidth allocation in higher THz frequencies.

Index Terms

Cell-free terahertz network, spatial-spectral coupling, terahertz transmit antenna selection.

I. INTRODUCTION

Immersive communications that support various extend reality (XR) applications are envi-

sioned as one of 6G use cases [1, 2], which demand very large frequency bandwidths and low-

latency transmissions. To enable those use cases, terahertz (THz) is the key radio technology to

provide multi-GHz bandwidth above 100 GHz [3]. However, the drawbacks of using conventional
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phased array for THz links are magnified in light of initial access latency [4], link budget [5],

and beam management [6, 7]. Some THz antenna solutions are studied including true-time delay

(TTD) based phased array [8], phased subarray selection [9] and leaky-wave antennas [10, 11],

etc.

In millimeter wave networks with conventional phased arrays, beam management is time-

consuming [4, 6, 7]. Existing access procedure may lead to large initial access delay in THz

links [4], which is further worsened by the high mobility of users [6]. As such, spatial-spectral

THz transmission seeks to reduce time consumption for beam management. The rationale behind

it is that the propagation angles and frequencies are coupled and thus extensive beam training

is unnecessary [12, 13]. TTD based phased arrays and leaky-wave antennas are two important

alternatives for achieving spatial-spectral THz transmissions [11]. While the former introduces

variable delay lines to enable that classical phased arrays can also result in frequency-dependent

beams [8], the latter is a cost-effective waveguide approach whose radiation efficiency is better

than the phased array [10]. In practice, TTD based phased arrays may have to overcome issues

of making efficient THz phase shifters, feed network designs, and stringent requirement on

the delay range of the circuit blocks [7, 10]. As a low-cost and easy-to-manufacture traveling-

wave antenna for making narrow beams, leaky-wave antenna has been applied in many areas

such as frequency-division multiplexing THz communications [13, 14], channel sounding [15],

sensing [16, 17], and physical layer security enhancement [18, 19].

The coverage for an outdoor THz network involves not only antenna solution but also network

architecture. Traditional cellular architecture adopts co-located MIMO/massive MIMO antennas

at base stations and users at the cell edge are subject to lower signal strengths, which may become

much severer in THz frequencies due to blockages and molecular absorption losses [3, 13]. Cell-

free architecture deploys massive distributed single-antenna access points (APs), in which large

numbers of APs are connected to a central processing unit [20, 21]. Such a network architecture

enables uniformly good services for all the users [20, 21] and better link reliability [22] compared

to the cellular one. Moreover, cell-free THz links with shorter communication distances undergo

lower atmospheric attenuation over distance (See Fig. 6 in [3] and Fig. 5 in [13]). On the other

hand, antenna solution in cell-free THz network needs to be delicately designed, since AP with

single omnidirectional antenna is unable to support THz downlink transmission and directional

beamforming is required to counteract the severe path loss. In fact, antenna solutions based on

the channel state information of each transmit antenna element in conventional antenna arrays
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are not applicable in THz networks [12]. Hence, existing works such as [9] study the subarray-

based channel estimation and signal processing schemes in the THz systems where each AP has

multiple antenna subarrays, and each antenna subarray utilizes the analog beamforming to make

narrow beam for large antenna gain.

Motivated by the advantages of spatial-spectral transmission and cell-free network architecture

in THz networks, we advocate the cell-free THz networks with leaky-wave antennas. To the best

of our knowledge, this is the first work to establish the cell-free THz networks with spatial-

spectral coupling awareness. Novel frequency-dependent THz antenna selection schemes are

designed to enhance the transmission rate and reduce the system overhead. In addition, optimal

THz subchannel allocation algorithm is proposed to maximize the transmission rate, which has

better performance than the equal allocation [18] and co-located counterparts.

II. SYSTEM MODEL

In the large-scale cell-free THz downlink network with dense distributed APs, each AP is

equipped with a TE1 (lowest transverse-electric) mode leaky-wave antenna and user equipment

(UE) has one omnidirectional receive antenna. Let N denote the number of active APs that can

serve the UE, and xn (fi, θn) (n = 1, · · · , N) is the binary indicator that the n-th AP is selected

for downlink transmission at the i-th subchannel with the center frequency fi; here, θn is the

line-of-sight (LoS) propagation angle (transmission direction). The frequency fn
max for obtaining

maximum level of radiation by using a leaky-wave antenna at the n-th AP is [12]

fn
max =

fco
sin(θn)

, (1)

where fco = c
2ν

is the cutoff frequency with the speed of light c and leaky-wave antenna’s

inter-plate distance ν. Therefore, the received signal strength (RSS) at the i-th subchannel by

leveraging optimal coherent (matched filter) beamforming under equal power allocation in such

a network is written as

γ̃ (fi) =
N∑

n=1

xn (fi, θn) γ (fi, θn) 1 (γ (fi, θn) ≥ γth), (2)

where γ (fi, θn) is the RSS at the i-th subchannel for the selected AP n, the indicator function

1 (·) reflects that the THz link can be interrupted due to the lower signal strength conditions

including higher pathloss and blockage effects, γth is the minimum RSS level (namely receiver

sensitivity), and γ (fi, θn) is given by

γ (fi, θn) = pG̃ (fi, θn) |~i,n|2 , (3)
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where p is each AP’s transmit power spectral density (PSD), G̃ (fi, θn) = ξLsinc
[
(−j̺− k0 (fi) cos θn + β (fi))

L
2

]

is the effective leaky-wave antenna gain with the radiation efficiency factor ξ. Here, L is

the aperture length, j =
√
−1, ̺ is the attenuation coefficient, k0 (fi) = 2πfi/c, β (fi) =

k0 (fi)

√
1−

(
fco
fi

)2

, and |~i,n|2 is the channel power gain of the i-th subchannel between the

n-th AP and the UE. As such, the frequency-dependent THz antenna selection with subchannel

allocation is designed to maximize the transmission rate, accordingly, the problem is formulated

as

max
x,B,f

∑

i

Bi log2

(
1 +

γ̃ (fi)

σ2

)
(4)

s.t. C1 :
∑

i

Bi ≤ Btotal,

C2 :
⋂

i

{
f

∣∣∣∣f ∈
[
fi −

Bi

2
, fi +

Bi

2

]}
= ∅,

C3 :

∥∥∥∥γ̃
(
fi −

Bi

2

)
|dB − γ̃

(
fi +

Bi

2

)
|dB

∥∥∥∥ < ε,

C4 : xn (fi, θn) ∈ {0, 1}, Bi ≥ 0, fi ≥ 0, ∀i, ∀n,

where x = [xn (fi, θn)], f = [fi], B = [Bi] is the subchannel bandwidth vector, and σ2 is

the noise’s PSD. Constraint C1 is the frequency bandwidth limitation with the maximum value

Btotal; C2 ensures that there is no overlap between subchannels; C3 guarantees that the RSS

difference in the frequencies of a subchannel is less than a small value ε, which is also referred to

as the coherence bandwidth of a subchannel. As seen in (4), each AP has the same subchannels

with the same center frequencies.

The problem (4) is combinatorial and highly non-linear, which is difficult to solve. As such,

we design the low-cost and efficient antenna selection schemes for determining {xn}, and

then propose a subchannel allocation algorithm for optimizing the center frequencies {fi} and

bandwidths {Bi} of the subchannels in the following section.

III. TERAHERTZ TRANSMIT ANTENNA SELECTION WITH SUBCHANNEL ALLOCATION

From (4), it is intuitive that all the active APs need to be selected for maximizing the

transmission rate, namely xn (fi, θn) = 1, ∀i, ∀n, which is referred to as maximal ratio trans-

mission (MRT) scheme. However, the number of APs for maximal combining needs to be

controlled in large-scale cell-free networks, in order to curtail the system overhead including the
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fronthaul/backhaul costs. In this section, four types of antenna selection schemes are investigated:

1) MRT; 2) Best Nsel transmit antennas; 3) Best transmit antenna; and 4) Nearest neighbor.

A. Maximal Ratio Transmission

In the considered network, MRT can achieve the best performance but suffer the high-

est computational complexity. In this case, {xn (fi, θn) = 1} is deterministic, and problem

(4) reduces to a subchannel allocation problem, which is still combinatorial and non-convex.

Moreover, subchannel bandwidth Bi and its center frequency fi are coupled. To solve it, we

develop a cross-entropy (CE) based algorithm to find optimal {f ∗

i } and {B∗

i }, which is detailed

in Algorithm 1. CE method is an efficient approach to locate an optimal or near-optimal

solution of combinatorial problems [23], which transforms the combinatorial problem as a rare-

event estimation problem. In Algorithm 1, subchannels’ center frequencies {fi} are deemed to

be Gaussian distributions’ parameters, and they are optimally evaluated by using maximum

likelihood estimation (MLE). Specifically, the Gaussian distributions’ parameters should be

initialized to cover all the frequencies of interest [fco, f
upper], where fupper is the upper bound

of available THz frequency. Given a center frequency sample, calculating its corresponding

subchannel bandwidth is still hard, due to the non-overlap constraint C2 and highly non-linear

constraint C3 in (4). Prior work [13] linearizes the leaky-wave antenna gain function G̃ (fi, θn)

and approximately derives the subchannel bandwidths in the scenarios where the free-space path

loss is dominant. As such, we compute the exact subchannel bandwidths {Bi} by adopting the

widely-used one-dimensional search to satisfy the constraints C1–C3 in (4). When there exists

frequency overlap between adjacent subchannels, the overlapped frequency band is allocated to

the subchannel with larger RSS at its center frequency.

B. Best Nsel Transmit Antennas

The MRT antenna solution with all the active APs in subsection III-A creates high compu-

tational complexity and power consumption. To cut the system costs, we only select some of

the best transmit antennas based on the RSS, i.e., Nsel (Nsel < N) transmit antennas are selected

according to the following rule:

xn (fi, θn) = 1, if γ (fn
max, θn) = γ(nsel), (5)
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Algorithm 1: CE based Algorithm for Subchannel Allocation

1 Initialize Gaussian distributions’ parameters
{
N

(
µi = fco + (i− 1

2 )
fupper

−fco
I

, δ2i = 16 (fupper
−fco)

2

I2

)}I

i=1
with the total number of

subchannels I; the number of samples m, and the number of elite samples melite that

have better objective values than other samples; the iteration index t = 0

2 while t < tmax do

3 i) Generate Si ∈ R
m×1 samples according to Si ∼ N (µi, δ

2
i ), then, given Si, obtain

each sample’s corresponding subchannel bandwidth according to one-dimensional

search under the constraints C1–C3;

4 ii) Select Ŝi ∈ R
melite×1 elite samples from Si that have better objective values of

(4) than other samples, then, update the estimated parameters via MLE in a

smoothing manner as follows:

µ̄i =

melite∑
s=1

Ŝi (s)

melite
, δ̄2i =

melite∑
s=1

(
Ŝi (s)− µ̄i

)2

melite
,

µi(t+ 1) = αµ̄i + (1− α)µi(t),

δ2i (t+ 1) = βtδ̄
2
i + (1− βt) δ

2
i (t),

where α and βt = β − β (1− 1/(t+ 1))q are smoothing parameters;

5 iii) t = t+ 1;

6 end

7 Optimal {f ∗

i = µi(t
max), B∗

i (t
max)} is obtained

where nsel = 1, · · · , Nsel, f
n
max is given by (1) and γ(nsel) is referred to as the nsel-th largest level

of radiation among all the APs. Based on (5), we adopt the Algorithm 1 with less numbers of

APs to obtain the desired subchannel allocation.

C. Best Transmit Antenna

The best transmit antenna solution dictates that each subchannel only uses its best AP with

the maximum RSS, to further cut the system overhead. As such, its antenna selection rule is

xn (fi, θn) = 1, if γ (fi, θn) = γmax (fi) , (6)
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where γmax (fi) is the maximum RSS value at the i-th subchannel. In this case, the RSS of the

i-th subchannel at the UE becomes

γ̃ (fi) = max
n=1,··· ,N

xn (fi, θn) γ (fi, θn)1 (γ (fi, θn) ≥ γth) . (7)

Based on (6) and (7), Algorithm 1 is applied to attain the desired subchannel allocation.

D. Nearest Neighbor

Compared to the prior antenna selection solutions, the nearest neighbor has the lowest system

overhead since AP with the shortest communication distance is selected, namely

xn (fi, θn) = 1, if dn = min
n=1,··· ,N

dn, (8)

where dn is the communication distance between AP n and the UE. Based on (8), the desired

subchannel allocation is produced by using Algorithm 1. It is noted that in the conventional

cellular/cell-free networks without spatial-spectral coupling effects, the nearest neighbor and the

best transmit antenna solutions are almost identical since the antenna gain is independent of THz

frequencies and the received signal strength is dominated by the pathloss.

The aforementioned four antenna selection schemes have the same computational complexity

order when determining the optimal subchannels, since they all need to leverage Algorithm 1

for solving the problem (4), and MRT scheme has no comparison operations since it employs all

the APs. However, different antenna selection schemes lead to distinct fronthaul/backhaul costs,

which depend on the scale of active APs in each antenna selection scheme. Therefore, MRT

scheme has the highest fronthaul/backhaul costs.

IV. NUMERICAL RESULTS

This section presents numerical results to demonstrate the efficiency of the proposed antenna

selection solutions. In the simulations, the basic system parameters are shown in Table I; the

communication distance is uniformly distributed within the coverage radius of 50m and the

propagation angle from an AP to the UE is uniformly distributed, i.e, θn ∈ U(0, π
2
), and free-space

path loss model is applied [13]; the leaky-wave antenna’s attenuation coefficient is ̺ = 130rad/m,

aperture length is L = 0.09m, and ξ = 1; the smoothing parameters are set as α = 0.8, β = 0.7,

q = 5, I = 40, and the maximum number of iterations is tmax = 30 in Algorithm 1. Simulation

results are obtained by averaging over 2000 trials.
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TABLE I

SIMULATION PARAMETERS

Noise’s PSD σ2 = −168dBm/Hz

Threshold for the minimum RSS γth = −174.5dBm/Hz

RSS gap in the frequencies of a subchannel ε = 0.5dB

Upper bound of available THz frequency fupper = 300GHz

Total transmit power ptotal = p ∗ Btotal = 1W
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Fig. 1. The average transmission rate versus number of APs under different cutoff frequency conditions with Btotal = 16GHz

and Nsel = 2.

Fig. 1 shows the average transmission rates achieved by the proposed antenna selections

versus the number of APs under different cutoff frequency conditions. As mentioned before,

the proposed MRT has the best performance, and outperforms the baseline MRT with equal

subchannel bandwidth allocation. The best two transmit antennas scheme performs better than

the best transmit antenna due to its larger antenna gain. Moreover, the performance of the low-

complexity best transmit antenna scheme can be better than that of MRT with equal subchannel

bandwidth allocation in higher THz frequencies as seen in Fig. 1(b), since the RSS becomes

very dynamic and significantly varies in higher THz frequencies, thus the subchannels need to

be properly allocated, which further confirms the efficacy of the proposed subchannel allocation

method in Algorithm 1. The best transmit antenna scheme outperforms nearest neighbor since
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Fig. 2. The average transmission rate versus total frequency bandwidth under different cutoff frequency conditions with N = 20

and Nsel = 2.

it has larger RSS. Adding more APs in cell-free THz networks can significantly improve the

transmission rate due to the large diversity gains, and using same bandwidth in lower THz

frequencies (i.e., lower cutoff frequency is employed in Fig. 1(a) than Fig. 1(b)) has better

performance due to the lower path loss. The co-located MRT transmission achieves the lowest

average transmission rate since it undergoes severe pathloss.

Fig. 2 shows the average transmission rates achieved by the proposed antenna selections versus

total frequency bandwidth under different cutoff frequency conditions. As seen in Fig. 2(a), in

lower THz frequencies around fco = 100GHz, the performance difference between the best

transmit antenna and nearest neighbor is minimal since the path loss is dominant, and MRT

of using all the APs with equal subchannel bandwidth allocation only performs better than the

proposed best two (i.e., Nsel = 2) transmit antenna selection at very large frequency bandwidth

values (> 16 GHz in Fig. 2(a)). In Fig. 2(b), MRT of using all the APs with equal subchannel

bandwidth allocation only performs better than the proposed nearest neighbor in higher THz

frequencies around fco = 200GHz with very large frequency bandwidth (> 16 GHz in Fig. 2(b)),

due to the fact that the levels of RSS in higher THz frequencies fluctuate dramatically, in this

case, subchannel allocation must be optimized by using the proposed Algorithm 1. Again, we

see that all the proposed antenna selection schemes in the cell-free THz networks perform much

better than the co-located MRT.
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V. CONCLUSION

Cell-free THz network with spatial-spectral coupling effects is a brand new network architec-

ture with unique features, which could significantly reduce the complexity of beam management

and system overhead. This letter proposed a cell-free THz network with leaky-wave antennas, in

which four antenna selection schemes were developed to obtain efficient subchannel allocations

with decreasing system costs, and their merits were confirmed by numerical results.
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